
Vegetable Broth for SCD start

How to prepare vegetable broth for starting phase of SCD

Until recently I thought it's not necessary to make a video guide for vegetable broth in the starting 
phase. What could be so hard about it, right? However, after a few rounds of our webinars it came to 
light that the video guide would benefit quite a lot of people, so here we are. With 100 people you have 
a 100 opinions, 100 different broths and each one of us makes the best one, right?

SCD broth is nothing difficult or all that special, it is necessary though, to stay on course and select 
proper ingredients. The soup must not irritate the gut, the goal is to relieve the gut. And what's most 
important? The soup must be delicious, we will be eating it for a few days.
We have a recipe on our site for vegetable broth, but it's not perfectly suitable for starting phase of 
SCD. In case you are limited by some ongoing illness or condition.

On to the ingredients.
10 carrots, 4 pieces of parsley, 2 onions, 5 cloves of garlic, spices – bay leaf, allspice, curry, salt, 
pepper, thyme, parsley and one tablespoon of olive oil.

Let's cook.
Boil water in a 5 liter pot. Wash the vegetables – carrots and parsley, put them in the pot. Peel the garlic
and onions and put in the pot. Add spices, how much I will leave up to you, I use 6 bay leaves, 15 
pieces of allspice, 2 teaspoons of curry, 3 thick sprigs of fresh thyme, cut parsley, salt, pepper and 
finally spoon of oil. I cook the soup for about 45 minutes. 
What follows? With regards to healing the gut, it's necessary to remove all vegetables from the soup, 
besides the carrots. Yes the chicken and beef broth can leave the meat, but with the vegetable broth it's 
necessary to consume only the broth. You can only put the carrot back into the pot. You will not need 
any other ingredient, you will include those in your diet later on, you can find out more in the article “5
phases of SCD”.

Next up, we mash the carrot and put it back into the pot, or you can use it as a side dish for a meal with 
meat. Or we can make a puree out of it – blend the carrot with salt, pepper and a little bit of melted 
butter and basil for example. We can mix in an egg into the broth so it feels more filling, it will thicken 
the broth nicely. I made this broth for Radek when he went through his second relapse, by that time he 
stopped eating meat. He never had to starve, he always ate the broth when hungry, which he 
complemented with eggs prepared in all kinds of ways and also when desiring something sweet, he 
could go for apple or pear puree.


